
back of the hopper sides. When fitted, with the “gearbox” (*) side nearest you 
& the wagon right way up, it will be correct for LH & RH. Fit the door 
operating rods at the topof the upper slope on chute ends & divider (dia. 1)

Fit the sides, hopper, and ends (8) together. The ends should be level with the 
top corner of the sides and rest on the top edge of the hopper end (there is a 
stud on the side which should be below the ends). The hopper sides should be 
below the ribs on the sides. Fit the central hopper divider (1). Turn upsid 
edown and locate the chute assembly between the sides. With the body the 
right way up, add the platform/headstock assemblies and the bogie mounting 
plate (18) — the side attached to the sprue goes against the platform (on 
diagram 4, part 18 is shown in place, but it should be fitted after the 
headstock/platform is in position).  Check that everything is square & leave 
upside down to harden.

RIGHT HAND END:   Fit 
parts A/L to the side of the 
sloping rib on (9) with the 
lower end of (L) on the top 
of the bar on  (10). 
Fit the outer hopper struts 
(14) against the small ribs 
at the back of the platform, 
and against the hopper end. 
Add the handwheel 
brackets (12) above the line 
on (14) with the closer 
spaced uprights on the left. 

The struts (HBS on diagram 5) fit behind the outer uprights. Step (S) fits to 
the sides of (14) in line with the squares on the front (diagram 6). The plate 
(11) goes on the middle upright of (14). Fit wires to 4 handwheels (13), and 
use large wheels (15) in the middle position. Shafts (HWS) fit to the bottom 
of (17) and through holes in  (9) — middle one on nearer “U” shaped tab — 
you will need a sticky adhesive for the wires. The handbrake wheel cross shaft 
(6) will need cutting: if you are using any type of bogie mounted coupling, cut 
the top shaft off (“v”s on diagram 5). Fit behind the headstock & add wheels 
(16). 
 

Indicates top of components

 

There are two other sprues:  one has 2 buffer heads, 2 buffer body  extensions, 
2 steps, 1 chute slope, door operating rod, air cylinder (A) & lever (L) and 
safety canopy frame. The other has the headstocks/handrail, step (S), and struts 
(HBS) – other parts on this sprue are not needed. 

1. Hopper partition
 

4. Chute end - LH

5. Chute end - RH

NOTE  The chute ends 4/5 are 'handed' with a gearbox * (diagram 
2 ) at one side. When the wagon is the right way up, this should be 
nearest you when fitting "LH" or "RH" components
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CONSTRUCTION:  Begin by cutting the two thicker wires supplied into 10 
pieces –   24mm long. Six  of these are for the handwheel shafts. The other four 
are the platform handrails. Bend these at 13mm from one end, to the same 
angle as on the label drawing. They should fit in the recesses on the back of the 
hopper sides near the top & partway along the platform sides. Put them 
somewhere safe for final fitting later. All the main components fit between the 
hopper sides/platform sides as shown on the following diagrams.
Fit the buffer extensions and heads (see diagram 4) to the bodies on the 
headstock (with it flat). When set, assemble the headstocks/handrail and 

platform (10) – ensure that the ends are flush & 
the two components are at right angles to each 
other, leave on end to harden. 
Attach the end of part L  that is nearest A on the 
sprue, to the tab on part A  (diagram 4). NOTE: 
part A has a flat area where it is attached to the 

sprue. A handed pair of A/L are needed, so make sure the second one has the 
flat on the opposite side.  
The chutes can now be assembled as shown (diagrams 1/2). Chute support (3) 
fits below the chute slopes (bevelled edge is the bottom). The completed 
assembly will fit under the hopper with the chute ends in the “L” ribs on the 
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NOTE: other parts on the 
mouldings, but not shown or 
listed below, are not needed

for this kit.

COMPONENTS
 2. Air Tank 
3. Chute inner support

6. Hand brake cross shaft 

7. Brake distributor

 9. Hopper support
  
 
 
13. Handwheels
14. Outer hopper struts

16. Brake wheel

19. Distributor support
     (only 1 used)
17. Chute Divider
    

 8. Hopper end
 

10. Platform

11. Plate for notice

15. Centre Handwheel

12. Handwheel bracket 

18. Bogie mounting
     plate
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PROTOTYPE: The 90 Whale Hoppers built in 1966/7 were a longer version  
of the Walrus hoppers built by BR in 1954 and were very similar, apart from 
the extra two hopper panels, the other difference was the bogies. Although the 
BR plate type was retained, the roller bearing version was fitted. However, the 
increase in capacity was not without its problems. As the 40 ton hoppers 
suffered from solebar cracking, carrying an extra 10tons was asking for trouble. 
Two wagons – DB982394 & 426 were scrapped following a derailment at 
Dorking in 1970, and DB982359 was scrapped in 1981. The Whales were 
stengthened at Crewe in 1968, and further work was done at Ashford/Horwich 
in 1982. The wagons were not up to the lengthy journeys on the Southern 
Region and were sent to the LMR  at the end of 1982. By 2001, the remaining 
wagons had been restricted to 30mph, presumably because of their age. It is 
believed that all have now been withdrawn. OPERATION: These wagons 
usually ran in block trains from quarries (e.g. Meldon) to main yards. As they 
were only equipped with air-brakes, they would not have run with the older 
40ton hoppers, but could well have been used with Seacows/lions when these 
appeared from 1970 (three extra Seacows were built in 1972 to replace the two 
scrapped Whales). Some SECR &SR brake vans were piped in order to use 
them with Whales, as were some Sharks.


